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Why Scottish Wine Could be the Death of Champagne

Image By: Trisha Chan

The word 'vineyard' tends to conjure up images of a serene, angelic land basked in rich golden light. You think
Bordeaux, Burgundy, Napa Valley, Mendoza. You think exotic locations of opulence. One place that your imagination
doesn't immediately flock to is Scotland. But the day that the tiny northern nation's name rubs shoulders with the best
wine producing regions in the world might be a lot closer than you think.

It was announced recently that the nation known primarily for its whisky and warm beer has officially planted its first
commercial wine grapes. The eastern region of Fife has been deemed suitable for grape growing by ambitious vintner
Christopher Trotter, a man that clearly has an eye for the long deal. He's just planted the tough German hybrid grape
Solaris, and entered into this venture on the belief that in 20 years time Scotland "could have the climate of the Loire
Valley".

While the expansion of wine into new territories is always a pleasure to see, there is the worrying after thought of what
this means for the world if a country as notoriously cold and wet as Scotland can start anticipating growing wine
grapes. Are Scottish vineyards a stamp of terminal decline for the historic wine regions of the world?

Climate change is a huge issue in the wine world. Grapes are not hardy like carrots or turnips. They're extremely
sensitive to subtle changes in weather, and as the world gradually gets warmer and the weather becomes more
unpredictable the grapes succumb to these inconsistencies. Some of the most prestigious wine regions of the world
are already being compromised by the changing climate, and as areas once too cool to grow wine grapes heat up
we're going to start seeing historic areas such as Bordeaux and Champagne alter their time-honored tradition and
adapt their juice to adhere to Mother Nature.

And in many ways that's already happening. Chateauneuf-du-Pape for instance now harvests their grapes a full
month earlier than they did 50 years ago. Alcohol levels are being driven up across the board. A warmer climate
means that the grapes ripen faster, and more sugar means more alcohol. Bordeaux's have climbed about 3% ABV on
average since 2000, and while that can't be entirely laid at the door of a changing climate ( consumers are showing a
preference for stronger wines), it has to be taken into consideration.

The above map was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences  journal and shows the
anticipated effects of climate change in Europe by 2050. In red are the regions that will no longer be able to produce
suitable wine grapes, and in blue are regions that are expected to be fully-fledged wine regions.

"With every degree Centigrade that the global temperature rises, the wine growing envelope moves 270 km north,"
notes Frazer Thompson, the chief executive of Chapel Down Wines, a UK-based sparkling wine company. 

England is a region that has seen its wine stock inflate drastically in the last 30 years. From once being considered to
be the laughing stock of the wine industry you are now seeing exceptional sparkling wines and competitive
Chardonnays emerging from soils rich with limestone and treated with increasingly warm summers.

But there are warnings that this is an ongoing problem that in time could threaten the fate of English wine.   

“The scary thing is that the newest predictions indicate that by 2080, in some of the southern areas of the U.K., it will
be too hot for winemaking,” notes Richard C. Selley, professor of geology at Imperial College London. “The London-
and Hampshire-based vineyards will be great for raisins.”

At the moment British wine is noted as lacking complexity and having difficulty shedding often lip-puckering levels of
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acidity. But in time, like the weather, that will surely change.

While Scotland's chances of producing wine worth a gamble in the next fifteen years are slim, the mere fact that there
are sane minded people purchasing land and planting vines into that land, instead of rearing goats or throwing
potatoes into it, is terrifying. It appears to be most worrisome for France, a region very deeply rooted in its own
tradition and practice, because if it refuses to adapt to new viticulture techniques many of the most prestigious
vineyards may not bear fruit to the same standards.

"Climate change will produce winners and losers among wine-growing regions," says Antonio Busalacchi, climate
scientist and wine expert of the University of Maryland. "Given that most grapevines produce fruit for 25 to 50 years,
grape-growers and wine-makers must consider the long term when determining what to plant, where to plant, and how
to manage their vineyards."

And when you read about French wine barons buying up land in southern England you can start to get an idea as to
the grim direction which the great wine grape is heading. 
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